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THE ANÄTAXIS PHYLOGENETIC METHOD. I. OPTIMAL
TRICHOTOMIES UNDER FUZZINESS CONSTRAINTS,

HOMOPLASY AND HETEROGENEITY OF EVOLUTIONARY
RATE OVER PHYLETIC LINEAGES

BY

Gabriel B1TTAR* & Leigh CARTER**

Abstract

The Anätaxis phylogenetic method. I. Optimal trichotomies under fuzziness constraints,
homoplasy and heterogeneity of evolutionary rate over phyletic lineages.- A new phylogenetic
method, named Anätaxis. is proposed I' is a dissimilarity-matrix and outgroup-based, triadic trees-
compatibility method that represents a new practical approach for phylogenetic inference The first three

steps of this method, as well as the fifth and last step, are presented here, the technically difficult fourth
step being presented in part two The first step in the method is the calculation of a dissimilarity matrix,
which may include standard erior and polymorphism-uncertainty parameters The homologous
sequences data must contain, as a slatting point, an indisputable outgroup that is not too distant from the

ingroup taxa which are to be analysed The second step is the calculation of a dissimilarity matrix
normalised in the sense that it is corrected for the heterogeneity of lineage-specific rates of evolution,
on the basis of the information given by comparison of the ingroup taxa with the outgroup taxon(s) The
third step consists in proposing tor each ingroup triad a trichotomy that mimmahses. in accordance with
the outgroup-based information, ad hoi hypotheses of lineage-specific rate heterogeneity, and

hotnoplasy During this step, the fuzziness of the dissimilarity data due to its noisiness is taken into
account in the process of determining the adequate trifurcatmg topologies Once the dissimilarity matrix
has been during the fourth step entirely and adequately analyzed for global tree reconstruction, the fifth
and last step consists in inferring the best global tree, in different manners according to the way that
noise in the data has been taken into account

INTRODUCTION TO ANÄTAXIS

In the sixties, while the basic genetic code for proteins was being resolved, some
researchers foresaw the enormous phylogenetic potential of analysing homologous
molecular sequences (e.g. Zuckerkandl & Pauling, 1965; Jukes & Cantor, 1969). Since

then, much progress has been made in understanding the mechanisms of molecular
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evolution (e g Britten, 1977, Rose & Doolittle, 1983, Thomas & Beckenbach, 1989,

Wolfe et al, 1992, Bernardi et al, 1993, Osawa & Jukes, 1995) Moreover, the

increasing availability of molecular sequences and of computer processing power has

allowed researchers in phylogenetics to use larger and larger sets of molecular data To

help them in their task, more and more valid and efficient numerical procedures and

computer tools for properly analysing the data obtained from molecular chains have been

developed, and still are (e g Fitch & Margoliash, 1967, Holmquist et al 1972,

Hendy & Penny, 1982, Saitou & Nei, 1987, Doolittle, 1990, Gojobori et al, 1990,

Saccone et al, 1990, Blaisdell, 1991, Nei, 1991, Felsenstein, 1993, Olsen et al,
1994, Huelsenbeck & Rannala, 1997) Indeed, the applications of molecular phylogenetics

are vast and expanding (Palmer, 1992, Cavalli-Sforza, 1996)

The tools used in phylogenetics, which is a basal component of evolutionary
science, are based on different methods, but they all present some problems, that we have

briefly described in a preceding paper (Bittar, 1996) Faced with these problems, we

thought it would be useful to conceive of a new approach, and to implement it in a

computer program to test it on different sets of real data Numerical phenetic taxonomy
methods, based on distances-matrix, being by far the quickest since they avoid direct
numerical refeience to the matrix of character states, we thought it was worth developing
on them but in a novel way such that they would no longer be affected by the systematic
biases affecting them, and thus allowing the pioduced tree to be phylogenetically more
accurate (Bittar & Carter, 1994)

We have accordingly developed, as an alternative to quick but often biased dis

tances-matnx phenetical approaches a new kind of trees-compatibility dissimilarity
matrix method, that groups taxa while taking into account both the possibility of homo-

plasy, on one hand and the possibility of a wide spectrum of rates of evolution within
the different branches on the other hand (for example, see Goodman, 1981, Gojobori
& Yokoyama, 1987, Wolfe et al 1987, Caccone & Powell 1990 Honeycutt et al
1995 tor a different opinion on the subject of evolutionary rates, see tor example
Easteal 1990) In this way while avoiding the pitfalls and biases of a phenetical
distances-matrix approach which are due to not accounting toi homoplasy and the

heterogeneity of evolutionary rates in the different lineages our Anätaxis program
allows the user to perform a quick analysis of even a huge set of data by a novel more

phylogenetic method of analysing the information inherent in a matrix of pairwise
dissimilarities (it should be noted that the Anätaxis trees indicate polychotomies when

information is not judged sufficient tor defining nodes in order to avoid the unnecessary
display of uncertain or weekly supported phyletic relationships)

Basically, we propose with Anätaxis a new method integiating in a dissimilarity -

matnx numencal approach the phylogenetic concept of outgroup which, as we shall see,

if rigorously applied, eliminates the biases associated with classical distances-matrix
methods based on clustering Giving a more phylogenetic quality to numerical phenetic
techniques is a good approach, the validity of which has been exemplified 25 years ago
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(Pakkis. 1972). but the importance ot this hybrid approach has not been sufficiently
recognized

It must be emphasised that Anätaxis is based on a direct analysis of the dissimilarities.

which are not metric distances because of the possibility of honiopkisv. quite
evidently. neither are these dissimilai ities additive distances, and Anätaxis is not intended

at optimuhsing any kind of scalar measure, such as nunimalising the length of the global
tiee. Anätaxis only tries to define a tree which is compatible with the dissimilarity
matnx. and which minimahses ad hot evolutionary hypotheses. Accordingly Anätaxis

is not stnilo sensu a distance-matrix method (even though it may be considered as

belonging to the veiy general category of phenetical methods, as opposed to characters

analysis methods). And neither is Anätaxis stricto .sensu a quadruplet method, as will be

made evident in this paper. In fact, from the point of view of a systematica ot phyloge-
netic methods. Anätaxis constitutes a new category by itself. Whatever, when faced with
a substantial set ot data, with program Anätaxis it is no longer necessary to analyse the

possible evolutionary story of each character, as cladistic parsimony methods do, hence

avoiding the inevitable diastic slowdown and the peculiar pitfalls associated with these

methods. Noi is it necessary to stand by in frustration waiting for a future with moie
rapid computers so as to be able to use the promising but very slow probabilistic
methods, such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation methods.

The Anätaxis computer program in which our method has been implemented, is the

most general purpose program 111 the Viväras phylogenetic package that we are developing

(Bittar. 1995); it can be applied to any kind of data obtained from evolving objects,
with the sole conditions that one of these can be defined as outgroup to the others and

that one can construct a syinmetncal matrix of object-to-object dissimilarities. The

Anätaxis method is quick and efficient, and the validity and robustness ot the trees

produced by the progiam have already been demonstrated on different sets of data

(Nadoi et ai. 1995. Sou/a-Chies et at.. 1996; Pawlowski et al.. 1996, Bihar et til..
1996; Vflthey & Biiiar. in preparation).

Now let us see more precisely how the Anätaxis method operates.

ANÄTAXIS FIRST AND LAST STEPS

The general procedure for using Anätaxis is the following. The first step is conceptually

simple, it consists in processing properly aligned (e.g. with help from program
Clustal W. v. 1 7, Thompson et al., 1994) homologous sequences, with Anätaxis if the

data is simple, otherwise with a more sophisticated package (such as TakämolE, from
the Viväras package, under development), so as to produce

- either a single pairwise dissimilarity matrix Al;| (corrected for sequencing errors :

Ä13 if the user does not want to integrate the notions of standard error and

polymorphism/uncertainty (this implies using Anätaxis in a way in which numerical clustering of
the set of dissimilarity values plays an important role); i and j being the two terminal
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taxa or OTUs (Operational Taxonomic Units) for which a homologous sequence of
characters is being compared; the members of the main diagonal are all equal to zero

(Aü 0 V i) and the matrix is symmetrical (Atj Aji V i,j);
- or, if one wants to integrate in the input data the notions of standard error (due to

the paucity of dissimilar sites) and polymorphism-uncertainty (parameters Uij), which
is advisable, to process the dissimilarity data in either of two different ways, according
to the manner one wishes to tackle with Anätaxis the noise intervals on the original Air

In the first way, the input for Anätaxis consists of three successive matrices, one
containing the Ai;j (1 —v>ij) values, the second the Äij values, and the third the

Aij (1+Uij) values (in the case where there is no missing data) : these are the three

input matrices intended for the Anätaxis "fuzziness" treatment done in the second step.

Generally, and particularly if the unknown data is distributed rather evenly among the
different sequences, in such a way that no missing-data zone can clearly be defined, and

if the number of taxa is high, this is the method of choice in terms of both rapidity and

reliability. After dealing with these three matrices, Anätaxis outputs in the last and fifth
step a single tree, in the usual nested-parenthesis symbolic notation form.

In the second way, the input for Anätaxis consists of an appropriate number of
dissimilarity matrices that have been randomly modified from the original matrix, each

Aij varying within its proper Äij (1 ±TJ>ij) noise limits (generally 30 to 50 randomising

runs on the whole original matrix shall be appropriate) : in this case Anätaxis
outputs in the last step as many trees (in nested-parenthesis symbolic notation form) as there

were input dissimilarity matrices, proceeding for each of these tree reconstructions in the

same manner as for a single noise-free input matrix (accordingly, numerical clustering
of the set of dissimilarity values also plays here an important role). All these Anätaxis
trees are then further subjected to a consensus rule : in practice, they can be input into
the program Consense from the Phylip 3.57 package (Felsenstein, 1993), which calculates,

according to Mj majority rules, a consensus tree.

Finally, this consensus tree, or the sole tree that has been directly produced with
Anätaxis. can in an ultimate step be drawn with Phylip's programs Drawgram or
Drawtree. or with MacClade 3.05 (Maddison & Maddison. 1992). or PAUP 3.1.1

(Swofford. 1993), or M. Gouy's NJPlot, or any adequate other program.

ANÄTAXIS SECOND STEP

Out-group and normalisation

An important characteristic of Anätaxis is that it produces, from the original
dissimilarity matrix (all 0) produced by TakämolE (with or without taking into
account the two upper and lower error-boundaries matrices), and, if desired, from the
noise-derived semi-random matrices, a tree that is rooted.
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The reason for this rooting is that, as a first and foremost condition, the data for
Anätaxis must contain at least one sequence of a taxon o that can be considered as an

indisputable outgroup to all other taxa to be analysed, which together constitute the

in-group I. The out-group is the basis for the definition of an OUT-IN vector A01,
constituting e.g. the first line of the whole dissimilarity semi-matrix.

In the following example of a dissimilarity matrix, clade 5 constitutes the out-group
o, taxa 1 to 4 constitute the in-group I.

sequence 1234
5 I Ä51 Ä52 Ä53 Ä54 AOJ OUT-IN vector

4 I Ä41 Ä42 Ä43
3 1 Ä31 Ä32 Ä1;) IN-IN sub-matrix
2 I Ä2i

Better, there can be many different out-groups, producing as many different
dissimilarity matrices from which one produces an arithmetic (or algebraic) mean OUT-IN
vector A01 (where the index 1 designates a member of the in-group I). Even better, each

indisputable out-group can be a whole clade with known internal structure (again

allowing the calculation of a weighted SOJ OUT-IN vector of dissimilarity); e.g., if the

out-group o is constituted of three taxa, o1; o2 and o3, phyletically forming a

resolved trichotomy (o3, (o2 o3) we have 210 (2Ä103 + Ä1C2 + A101)/4.
In the next step, all the A01 are made identical to a normalising value, so that the

effect of the heterogeneous contribution to the IN-IN sub-matrix (constituted by the

whole matrix minus the OUT-IN vector) of the unequal rates of evolution among the

different lineages can, to a good approximation, be eliminated - this normalisation step
is not mandatory, Anätaxis can also work in a different, but much more complex, way
(Bittar & Carter, 1994) -. Empirically, using the median of the A01 for normalising
gives good results. Hence, all the difference values between this median and the A01 are

calculated :

dif f01 med (Ä01) - A01

Then a new, normalised, IN-IN* matrix of dissimilarity is calculated, in which (i and j e I)

Ä13* &13 + dif fQ1 + diffor
This kind of normalisation procedure is derived from the proposition of Klotz et

al. (1979), but here we use, on the basis of tests done on many kinds of data, a median
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rather than a mean function. Moreover, we have empirically found that this procedure

may be applied directly to primary dissimilarity values, rather than to secondary distance

values. Though the importance of such a normalisation procedure has been recognised

long time ago (Farris, 1972), it has rarely been applied in phenetical studies, despite its

powerful usefulness in allowing the avoidance of evolutionary rate heterogeneity
between lineages. Other methods for correcting for unequal rates of substitution in the

absence of known root or basal outgroup have been proposed (Li, 1981), they basically
correspond to mid-point rooting of which we have come to the conclusion that it is a

dangerous method, often giving phyletically absurd results. Consequently we are now
convinced that to do proper phylogenetic inference of a given set, it is necessary to have

the data from an outgroup, described as such from another procedure than the

phylogenetic one that is used. Otherwise, the phylogenetic reasoning is easily circular
and the phyletic inference en definitive arbitrary.

This fundamental point being clarified, the importance of the first (initial)
outgroup cannot be over-emphasised. It must be phylogenetically a clear out-group, but it
must not be too distant from the in-group we wish to analyse, otherwise all Aol would
tend to be equal to the maximum mean dissimilarity value of diverging sequences, i.e.

(LT0oi"l) /Uooi • where UQoi is the mean efficient size of the universe of possible
states for the 2n characters composing diverging sequences i and o (e.g. Uq 4 for
equiprobable bases and in the absence of gaps; n is the length of the homologous aligned
sequences). If the out-group was phyletically that distant from the in-group. it would be

no more useful than a randomly composed sequence o : it could help to artificially root
the tree, but without the possibility of any normalisation process taking into account the

heterogeneity of substitution rates among the different lineages (thus implicitly assuming

that all lineages have evolved at the same rate).

The dissimilarity values as "fuzzy" objects

There is a standard error-uncertainty interval (due to paucity of dissimilar sites -

parameter - and to polymorphism - Jt1 parameter -) for each A13 dissimilarity
(corrected for sequencing errors), defined as

A13 e [A0 (1--U13) ; Ai:l (1+ui;i ]

with u!3 ~ tii j +Yij if Tti] and y13 are small, and d13 e [0 ; 1]

For any normalised dissimilarity, we have

A13* e [A1:|* ; Ai:)* (1+T)1;]) ]
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If there are missing data, DXJ being the sum of zone-component dissimilarities
known from a direct comparison of sequences i and j, d13 being the sum of inferred

zone-component dissimilarities (Ai;] D1;| + d13),
and + 1-dij/Aj^,

Ä13 e [A13 (1 - v13») ; Ä13 (1 + v13») ],

For any normalised dissimilarity, in presence of missing data, we thus have

A13* [Ä13* (1 - -U,/) ; Ä13* (1 + \)i3»)].

In practice, three matrices are successively input in the Anätaxis program if the

"fuzziness" treatment is chosen :

the matrix containing the lower-boundary normalised dissimilarity values,

[A13- (1 - n13#];

the matrix containing the middle-point (original) normalised dissimilarity values,

[A13*];

the matrix containing the upper-boundary normalised dissimilarity values,

[Axj* (1 + T)l:#) ].

Then the procedure simply consists in treating the AXJ* intervals as "fuzzy"
numbers which are considered as approximately identical when they overlap.

A much better, really "fuzzy"-style approach, would be to allocate to each interval

a probability function f(Ai:]*), of which the integral between the lower-boundary and the

upper-boundary values would be equal to 1. This function could, for example, be bell-

shaped. Then the intersection between two "fuzzy" objects (i.e. two dissimilarity intervals)

would no longer be simply a yes-no problem, but could be characterised by a

probability distribution. This seducing but rather complex development is for the future.

Partitioning the in-group dissimilarity sub-matrix

The user is also offered another (or supplementary) option, consisting in clustering
the A13* values composing the normalised IN-IN* matrix. The philosophy behind this

operation is that some of these values, even if not precisely equal to one another, are

sufficiently near to one another that they can be considered as approximately equal and

thence forming a cluster. Normally, this clustering option is avoidable if the user has

opted for the "fuzziness" method.
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Generally the eye is a good instrument for performing such a clustering when the

values are ordered, but if the data set is large this task may become fastidiously long,
so Anätaxis offers two special clustering tools, which can be helpful for this critical

operation
There is a common procedure to both clustering methods, which consists in firstly

defining an in-group vector #4* (or #4, if one has not proceeded with normalisation)
in which the components are perfectly ordered

Let us define the in-group I as containing I members All I (I -1) / 2 components
of the dissimilarity in-group semi-matrix are perfectly ordered The new vector, #4* (or
#AJ, which may contain less than I {I — 1) /2 components since the A,,' or A1;|

(10 e I) having the same value are collapsed together, is thus formed with all these

distinct values (the analogue series with the * symbol is not written)

•Aid) > »A-l<2) > #AX(3) > >

The vector #K, may only contain positive values, but *1^* may also contain negative
values

Then #4*, or *4, must be partitioned in a plausible way This might be particularly
difficult it there are a great number of components within this perfectly ordered vector
As we have said, to help the user in this crucial operation, two specific automated

clustering methods are proposed to him It must be emphasised that these automated

clustering methods are simply helpful tools designed to assist the user in his partitioning
task, because basically it is his eyes and brain which are the main tools for this work In

a similar way as for sequences alignment, partitioning is a rather complex procedure,
difficult to describe in an algorithm, but that an experienced user may do quite well with
his biological analogous parallel processing powers yet preferably with the help of

adequate computer programs
The first clustering algorithm, named "relative differences / distant islands", works

111 the following way
Within the vector* A (or #4*), one looks tor a sei les of successive "A components

(tor the sake of simplicity, we make abstraction of the index 1 indicating that we are

working with vector *A or #4*. and note the ordering identification numbers of the

components of this vector as indexes), such that.
with #Am being the biggest member of this series, *>Am the smallest, and considering

that the smallest probabilistic quantum of dissimilarity is 1 / [n (U0-l) /Uq]

U0/[2n(U0-l) ] + (#AM-#Am) / "Am+'Ajj, < (*AM+1-»AM) / (#AM+1 + *AM)

and

U0/ [2n(U0-l) ] + (#AM-#Am) / <»AM+»Am) < (»A^A^) / (»Am+»Am_1)
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with #Am i and #Am+1 respectively being the "A immediately preceding #Am,

and the #A immediately succeeding *AM. It these two conditions are satisfied, the series

of »Aj^ values trom #AM (inclusive) to *Am (inclusive) forms a cluster.

Different partitioning solutions may be obtained that satisfy these conditions
(particularly. with whole numbers, the one-value-per-cluster solution) Anätaxis proposes
the one minimising the number of clusters

The three following observations must be made on this procedure
- the search stops when »Am is the smallest #A±, #Am 4 then being an ad hoc value

(defined by the user) smaller than #Am e.g 0 if there are no negative values (as this

might be the case with normalised values);
- when *Am is the biggest component of the vector * then #AM+1 is an ad hot-

value (defined by the user) bigger than »AM ; this upper boundary could be defined as

n.(U0-l)/U0 (i.e. 3n/4 in the case of a nucleotide sequence of length n, or 4n/5
it the state of gaps is considered as a "5th" base); or, alternatively, as #Am+1 n (but
the upper limit n. (U0-l) /U0 is preferred not only because probabilistically more

logical, but also because compatible with the general philosophy of clustering adopted
here : distinct groups are defined only where quantitative differences between them are

clear-cut),
- with this splitting-clustering method, and the following one also, artificial borders

between groups, that might be due to the smallness of the sample (I small), are as much

as possible avoided there must be a bigger (relative) difference between the smallest

#A; of a cluster and the biggest #AX of the following cluster where I is small rather than

where it is big.
The second clustering method of the components of the vector # K, * (or # ÄJ, that is

proposed to the user as "absolute differences / distant islands", also operates through

splitting, but in a quite different manner.

If sAi-#A2 > #A2-#A3, then "Aj » #A2 momentarily, otherwise #AX #A2

definitely (the partitioning philosophy is still the same there must be a clear-cut inequality
for the partition to be definitely accepted).

In the first case (#A4 » #A2), during the next step of this partition algorithm the

following question is asked •

is #A2-«A3 > #A3-»A4 9

If the answer is no, then the first question is asked again, but now, since #A2 #A3,

it is reformulated as :

is «Aj-'As > #A2-#A4
And so on At the end of the process any two Ax values of the vector # 4* (or # 4)

which are approximately equal '«' belong to the same cluster. Any pair of two
successive values of this perfectly ordered vector which are largely unequal ('>>')
defines a boundary between two clusters.

These are the two clustering algorithms proposed by Anätaxis to the user, who may
also decide to adopt a combination of these two methods (either Boolean AND, or
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Boolean OR) They have been named "distant islands" methods because they help to
detect islands of neighbour dissimilarity values which are numerically strongly distinct
from other values It must be made clear that these clustering methods are only tools, and

quite often it is necessary for the user to fine-tune the result he has been able to obtain
with these For example, once a clustering is done, the user may decide to use the

"distant archipelagos" option, which consists in "merging" two neighbour clusters

containing dissimilarities with common taxa, thus suppressing the partitioning frontier
between them Or, inversely, he may decide to "split" a cluster considered as too

heterogeneous Whatever, clearly, these "distant islands" methods will not cluster the

components of a perfectly ordered vector if these form a smooth continuum of values,
which is naturally more and more the case the larger and the more diverse the sampling
of taxa In this latter case, the Anätaxis "fuzziness" method is preferred to the clustering
method

Ideally, one could imagine a combination of clustering and "fuzziness" methods

For example, as already suggested, there could be for each dissimilarity a (bell-
shaped) probability distribution function, constrained within the uncertainty interval
Then, rather than being defined as a member or not of a given cluster, in a yes-no way,
any would belong to a given cluster according to the intersection of its probability
distribution curve with the numerical interval defined by this cluster Eg Ä1;) would

belong to cluster nb 2 with a probability of 65%, and to neighbour cluster nb 1 with a

probability of 35% Again, this is a seducing possibility, but the difficulty of implementing

it reserves it tor a future development

ANÄTAXIS THIRD STEP

It the "fuzziness" method has not been adopted by the user, the partitioning of the

vector "A* is a crucially necessary aspect of Anätaxis. because the next and third step
tor the program is to propose for each triad ot in-group taxa, for which all A1;| values

either have been assigned with uncertainty intervals or have been properly clustered, the

best possible tnchotomous tree (again, for the sake of simplicity, we do not write in the

following the caret A over the delta A)
A prerequisite to this step is to define all possible tetradic cases after normalisation

to the median of the OUT IN vector (o designing the out-group all A01* values having
been set equal to the median of the A01 values, and all the AXj of the IN-IN sub-matrix

having been modified consequently to their normalised values A01*), a normalisation
which implies that Aoa* Aob* Aoc* for any triplet of taxa a, b and c that are

members of the in-group Since one ot the four taxa being compared o is predefined
as out-group to the three others a, b and c the problem simplifies to defining the
best or most likely trichotomy for the in-group of three taxa, according to a hierarchical
set of rules
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For each sextuplet of dissimilarities (Aoa, Aob, Aoc, Acb. Aca, Aba) a single tree is

proposed, the tree corresponding to each sextuplet appearing in the dissimilarities-to-tree

correspondence table found in this paper. The general principle of parsimony guides this

correspondence table, in the sense that each proposed solution minimises ad hoc

hypotheses, ordered according to the following hierarchy of evolutionary plausibility :

hypotheses of heterogeneity in the rates of evolution among different branches are

avoided if possible, and hypotheses of homoplasy are considered only in the last resort.
In all there are four tables, established according to the relationships between Aoa

Aob and Aoc : i.e. Aoc Aob Aoa ; Aoc > Aob Aoa ; Aoc Aob > Aoa ; and Aoc >
Aob > Aoa.

However, as a result of the normalisation, we shall have for each tetradic case the

double equality Aoc* Aob* Aoa*, hence the sole correspondence table presented in
this paper is the one describing, for each triadic case satisfying the conditions Aoc Aob

Aoa, the trichotomy tree adopted by Anätaxis. In this table, in which the impossible
sets of relationships are set in italic, one finds, at the left of each possible trichotomous

evolutionary tree for a triplet of taxa a, b and c, the (in)equality relationships between
the three (normalised) dissimilarities (Acb, Aca, Aba) which imply and are implied by
this tree, in a biunivocal (bijective) way. In a future development, the correspondence
table algorithm could be expanded so as to take into account the less likely trichotomies
for a given (Aoa, Aob, Aoc, Acb, Aca, Aba) sextuplet or (Acb*, Aca*, Aba*) triplet, in a

probabilistic "fuzziness" way, but again this is not an easy thing to implement.
Since the dissimilarity values are compared according to "fuzziness" rules, the

equality sign ("=") found in the correspondence table translates as "approximately
(roughly) equal to", and the inequality signs ("<" and ">") translates as "clearly smaller
than" and "clearly greater than", i.e. as "«" and It cannot be overstated that this

means that, if the uncertainty intervals for two compared dissimilarities intersect, or if
these two values belong to the same cluster, these two dissimilarity values are considered

as roughly equal. Also, note again that since reference is made to an out-group, de facto
these are tetradic cases, the 4th taxon being o, and the proposed trees are thus rooted

tetrachotomies.

The Aoc Aob Aoa double equality, with o being the out-group, is the first and

foremost condition, that any proposed triadic tree solution for the three dissimilarities
Acb, Aca and Aba of taxa a, b and c, must satisfy. The tree respecting this condition
without one having to make any hypothesis of temporal heterogeneity for the rates of
evolution among different branches, or of homoplasy, is considered as the most likely. If it is

necessary to hypothesise for a branch a relatively rapid (slow) rate of evolution, then it is

necessary to hypothesise a relatively slow (rapid) rate in the immediately preceding or
following branch; the most likely tree is then the one minimising, among its four (or three)
branches, the heterogeneity of branch-specific evolutionary rates, still without homoplasy.

Then, if it is necessary to hypothesise for homoplasy in any branch (relatively to o),
the most parsimoniously likely tree is the one minimising the level of homoplasy.
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When respecting this hierarchy of conditions, there are four possible kinds of
tnchotomous evolutionary trees. The simplest kind is an unresolved, symmetrical tn-
chotomous tree, (a,b,c), which is the most adequate in the case where all three dissimilarities

are (roughly) identical : Acb Aca Aba

Then there is the still simple case with one relatively small dissimilarity, and two
relatively large and (roughly) identical dissimilarities. E.g. Acb Aca > Aba for which
tree (c,(b,a)) is the most parsimonious and likely solution (it must be reminded that the

word parsimonious is not necessarily used in the sense of cladistic parsimony - Hennig
1950, 1966 -, but in its more general sense of minimisation of a hierarchical set of
hypotheses); there are three possible cases of this kind for any given triplet.

Then there is the more complex case with one relatively large dissimilarity, and two
relatively small and (roughly) identical dissimilarities, e.g. Acb Aca < Aba In this

case, in the absence of homoplasy (in conformity to the adopted set of rules), there is

only one solution compatible with the Aoc Aob Aoa conditions : it is the one grouping

together b and a, making them evolve rapidly (symbol '+') since their last common
ancestor, with the immediately preceding branch having evolved slowly (symbol '-'), so

that, from the root to leaves a, b and c, the a and b lineages have roughly evolved at the

same rate as lineage c. Thus, tree (c,(b:+,a:+):-) is the most likely solution (in accordance

to the chosen hierarchically-ordered hypotheses), and it must be underlined here

that it is the two terminal taxa with highest dissimilarity that together form a clade

(again, there are three possible cases of this kind for any given triplet).
This apparently counter-intuitive result needs some comment. Clearly, in the absence

of homoplasy and with Aoc Aob Aoa, tree (c,(b:+,a:+).-) is the sole possible when

Acb Aca < Aba On the other hand, is an hypothesis of homoplasy really less plausible
than a hypothesis of heterogeneity of substitution rates 9 In other words, wouldn't either

tree (b,(c.a)) with b and c homoplasic, or tree (a,(c.b)) with a and c homoplasic, be more

likely answers, with the advantage ot these two trees being possibly ultra-metric
The answer is not easy, one of the reasons being that the molecular clock is a source

ot much controversy, both theoretical and empirical (see e g Goodman, 1981. Gojobori
et al.. 1982; Dover. 1987, Ohta. 1987, Wolff et al, 1987, Zuckerkandl.1987,
Caccone & Powell, 1990; Easteal. 1990). The choice that has been made here is based

on personal experience with real data (Nadot et al, 1995; Souza-Chies et al, 1996,

Bittar et al, 1996; Pawlowski et al., 1996; and Bittar. unpublished data). Using as a

yard-stick the cladistic maximum parsimony method (Swofford, 1993), which consists

in minimising the total sum of pairwise dissimilarities between contiguous nodes in a

tree, it appeared possible, after analysing more than lO'OOO rooted quadruplets, to
conclude that the (c,(b.+,a.+):-) scenario, which clearly is not ultra-metric, is five to six
times more frequent, thus more probable, than the possibly ultra-metric scenarios with
homoplasy. But in no way could the analysed quadruplets be considered as rigorously
representative ot the general molecular evolution conditions in biology; in fact, the ratio
that has been found is only representative of the data that have been treated. So. in the
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present state of affairs, the answer to the question of which quadruplet tree is most likely
(rate heterogeneity versus homoplasy) is basically a question of opinion.

Clearly, it would be ideal to have an exhaustive dissimilarities-to-tree table, where
all possible phyletic scenarios, for any (Aoa, Aob, Aoc, Acb, Aca, Aba) sextuplet. would

appear, with each possible solution having a probability value between 0 and 1

(presently, the most likely scenario is affected with probability 1, the other scenarios with
probability 0); then Anätaxis would be able, in a probabilistic "fuzziness" way, to

propose a spectrum of solutions rather than a single global tree... but this is easier to say
than to implement.

Whatever, the correspondence table approach is flexible enough for freely allowing
alternative evolutionary scenarios if one does not adhere to those presented here.

This important commentary being done, there is finally (we are still analysing the

Aoc Aob Aoa sub-table) the even more complex case where the three dissimilarities
are all clearly different from one another, e.g. Aca > Acb > Aba In this case, it is no

longer possible to avoid doing a homoplasy hypothesis. In terms of parsimony of the

hierarchically-ordered evolutionary hypotheses, the most likely solution, and the one
adopted by Anätaxis, is the tree (c,(b,a:+)) with a being partially homoplasic with o,
and the terminal branch leading to it having evolved relatively rapidly. Another solution
could be (a,(b,c:++)), but, with c being then largely homoplasic with o, and the terminal
branch leading to it being affected with a relatively highly rapid rate of divergence
(symbol '++'), it is a less parsimonious solution than the preceding one, and thus it is
considered as not likely (the two other possible solutions, i.e. the unresolved trichotomy,
or a resolved trichotomy with b external to clade (a,c), are even less parsimonious). For

any given triplet, there are six possible cases of this kind, all implying partial homoplasy
in the same manner.

It is worth emphasizing that, in 6 triads out of 13 in the correspondence table, there
is no possible solution without doing a hypothesis of homoplasy : it is a useful feature

for a dissimilarity-matrix method to give such warnings of possible or probable homoplasy,

which can then be checked more rigorously with a careful analysis of character
states, e.g. with the help of program MacClade 3.05 (Maddison & Maddison, 1992).

Finally it must be noted that, clearly, Anätaxis may give, as most distance-matrix
methods do, phenetic branch lengths simply based on the level of divergence between

any two lineages; but also, and more interestingly, it can offer for each branch of the

evolutionary tree, in really phylogenetic terms, a qualitative estimation of the relative

speed of divergence, which may then be compared with the phenetic branch length.
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Dissimilarities to trichotomies correspondence table

OUT-IN: Äoc A0b Aoa (o outgroup)

z homopl. o z partially homoplasic with o
'+' for relatively rapid divergence

for relatively slow divergence

cb ba

cb ba
>

ca

c b a

cb < ba

cb < ba

Äcb —> Aba (direction of inequality)

f So as to simplify the notation,
ACa the symbol A is not written

in the following table

cb > ba

cb > ba

c b a

cb ba
<

ca

cb ba

cb < ba

cb < ba
>

ca

c b

cb > ba

cb > ba
/

a b c

cb ba
> >

ca

cb ba
> <

ca

cb ba

b a c

cb < ba

cb < ba

cb < ba

b c a
a homopl O

cb > ba

cb > ba

cb > ba

cabb homopl o

b a c
C homopl O

a b c

cb ba
< >

ca

cb ba
< <

ca

b a c

cb < ba

cb < ba
< <

ca

a b c
C homopl o

a c b
b homopl o

cb > ba

cb > ba

c b a
a homopl O
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